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Introduction
The Barco immersive audio solution, through its APX AuroMax spatial audio processor, delivers
the most realistic representation of standardized immersive audio compatible with the SMPTE
2098-2 immersive audio standard. It is the only immersive audio solution that utilizes both threelayer zones and a balanced mixture of channel and object-based technology.
By leveraging Barco’s spatial sound rendering technology, AuroMax delivers the most realistic
immersive audio cinema experience. It adds additional zones to the room, allowing for better
placement of specific objects in the mix, regardless of the size of the room.
Leveraging Barco’s signature surround layer and screen channel configuration, Barco’s optimized
immersive audio solution offers a large variety of speaker configurations up to 26.1, also
supporting Auro 11.1, classic 5.1. or 7.1 and anything in between.
In this whitepaper we will introduce the concepts behind the technology that drive the room
design; as well as give guidelines on how to do a proper room design and speaker layout for
AuroMax. This whitepaper was based on the 2016 whitepaper by Barco and Auro Technologies on
AuroMax
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AuroMax system design
Three-layer approach
The unique 3-layered system allows for more precision in the localization of sounds on the
vertical axis than systems using only object-based technology represented over 2 layers. This is
because our hearing system is horizontally oriented and cannot experience sounds as phantom
sources on the vertical axis between 2 speakers in the same way as on the horizontal axis.
The AuroMax speaker layouts are based on the existing 5.1 surround layouts, maintaining the
largest possible sweet spot and providing the same experience as intended by the creators to
almost every seat in the theater, for all kinds of content.

Objects and beds
The use of Object-Based Audio (OBA) theoretically provides a ‘format-agnostic’ mix that should
work with any speaker layout. In practice this has proven to have some limitations. One element
is that the number of individually driven speakers required to take advantage of the spatial
resolution of the OBA essence is higher than before.
The use of more individually driven speakers in combination with Object-Based Audio also
potentially leads to a smaller sweet spot, due to a combination of speaker positioning, directivity
and power handling. In some cases, a single speaker now needs to project a single sound into the
whole theater, whereas in the past, speaker arrays were used to evenly spread the energy of this
same sound throughout the whole theater. Depending on the size of the theater, this can lead to
more unwanted variations in level and timbre.
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The AuroMax system provides the best of both worlds, maximizing the sweet spot while enabling
the use of Object-Based Audio and the reproduction of regular 5.1 and 7.1 content as defined by
existing standards.
To provide the best listening experience while guaranteeing almost every spectator the same mix
as intended by the creators, multiple AuroMax playback configurations have been defined. These
make use of ‘zones’, dividing the traditional surround speaker arrays in the room into smaller
groups of speakers. These individually addressable zones provide the increased resolution for
Object-Based Audio, while not requiring the level of investment often associated with these
systems to make each speaker its own channel. It also allows existing Auro 11.1 systems to be
easily converted into AuroMax systems, by simply rewiring the speakers and installing a few
additional amplifiers, when necessary.

AuroMax room design
Widescreen speakers
The use of the widescreen or ‘proscenium’ speakers is recommended for AuroMax designs. These
allow a smooth transition from the screen to the front-most zone of surround speakers. In cinema
theaters, the front-most surround speakers are installed near the first row of seats, which creates
a gap between the left or right screen channel and the first surround speakers. This effect can
especially be noticed when sounds are moving from the screen into the front-most surround
zones. In order to fill that gap, it is recommended to optionally add 4 more speakers: one on
each side wall in the lower layer and in the height layer. The 4 widescreen speakers will only be
used for the objects and can be directed towards the middle of the theater in order to have a
good spread of sound over the whole room without any influence on the channel-based sounds of
the beds.

Full-range surrounds
With the advent of immersive sound in cinema, full-range surrounds capable of reproducing the
full sound spectrum have become a much-welcomed possibility as well, bringing the sound quality
of all output channels to the same level as the screen channels. This can be achieved using fullrange speakers or, more practically, by adding subwoofers in the room and applying bass
management. Bass management is strongly recommended in the surround and top channels.
Adding bass management to the surround system typically involves installing a subwoofer at each
side of the theater, either on the side walls or on the back wall.
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Default AuroMax configurations
AuroMax 26.1
The ideal configuration using the ‘zones’ approach, adds the so-called “proscenium” speakers
between the screen channels and the front-most surround speakers. These allow for smoother
movements of sounds from the screen into the room and are often used to bring the music
slightly into the room, away from the screen. The surround speaker arrays are divided into two
zones for each wall, while the top layer (overhead) consists of four zones, arranged in a square.
This configuration is the recommended configuration for most rooms and provides the best
immersive sound experience with the highest compatibility and a large sweet spot.
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AuroMax 20.1
The smallest default configuration for AuroMax splits the surround and top speaker arrays into
two zones for each wall.
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AuroMax 22.1
In a second configuration the Top layer is further divided into 4 distinct zones.
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Overview
The table below gives an overview of the reproduction channels of the different zone-based
AuroMax playback configurations.
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System design
AuroMax System Designer
Available through my.barco.com, we have created the AuroMax System Designer. This tool
translates detailed physical room dimensions into accurate speaker positions.

For questions on how to use this tool or on how to work with the default configurations of your
specific project, don’t hesitate to reach out to the AuroMax team at Barco.
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